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Why do I talk about this?

“When I want to learn about something,  
I volunteer to teach a course on the subject” 

Steven Weinberg



… and the one 
from yesterday 
☺











Even more optimistic



Two kind of optimists



Predicting the future



How the future will look like?



Do we really know anything?



Formula describing everyday life

▶ Here is written, for example, that:

▪Astrology doesn’t work 
▪There is no afterlife

Quantum mechanics Spacetime	 Gravity

Other forces Matter Higgs boson

By Sean Carroll





What else do we know?
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13.8 bilion years



What else do we know?
▶ Darwin’s theory 

of natural selection
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What else do we know?
▶ DNA
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What we don’t know?
What is the universe made of?

What is the biological basis of 
consciousness?

Why do humans have so few genes?

To what extent are genetic variation and 
personal health linked?

Can the laws of physics be unified?

How much can human life span be extended?

What controls organ regeneration?

How can a skin cell become a nerve cell?

How does a single somatic cell become a 
whole plant?

How does earth's interior work?

Are we alone in the universe?

How and where did life on earth arise?

What determines species diversity?

What genetic changes made us uniquely 
human?
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What we don’t know?
How are memories stored and retrieved?

How did cooperative behavior evolve?

How will big pictures emerge from a sea of biological 
data?

How far can we push chemical self-assembly?

What are the limits of conventional computing?

Can we selectively shut off immune responses?

Do deeper principles underlie quantum uncertainty 
and nonlocality?

Is an effective hiv vaccine feasible?

How hot will the greenhouse world be?

What can replace cheap oil -- and when?

Will malthus continue to be wrong?

Is ours the only universe?

What drove cosmic inflation?

When and how did the first stars and galaxies form?
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What's so weird about prime numbers?
How do we beat bacteria?
Can computers keep getting faster?
Will we ever cure cancer?
When can I have a robot butler?
What's at the bottom of the ocean?
What's at the bottom of a black hole?
How do we get more energy from the sun?
Is time travel possible?
Why do we dream?

Why is there stuff?

Are there other universes?

Where do we put all the carbon?

What we don’t know?
From Guardian









How do we think about the future?
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Where are we going?

HOW WILL THE UNIVERSE END? ☹



100 billion

100 billion

10 000 000 000 000 000 000 000



Dark energy

68%

Dark matter

27%

“Normal matter”

5%







Where are we going?

HOW WILL THE UNIVERSE END? ☹

HOW WILL THIS PART OF  
THE UNIVERSE END? ☹
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Collision with Andromeda

... in about 3.75 billion years



TIME FOR 
SOME GOOD 

NEWS!



The world in 1800



The world today



Optimism and media



















Izvor: Eurobarometer

Are people happier?

83% in EU say they are happy!



Are people happier?





Is this correct?





If we extrapolate … in about 100 years
Hunger

Poverty

Violence

More educated

Happier

Living longer



Most of people agree
LIFE

DEATH
HEALTH

SICKNESS

SUSTENANCE
HUNGER

ABUDANCE
POVERTY

PEACE
WAR

SAFETY
DANGER

FREEDOM
TIRANY

EQUAL RIGHTS
DISCRIMINATION

LITERACY
ILITERACY

KNOWLEDGE
IGNORANCE

INTELIGENCE
DULL-WITTEDNESS

HAPPINESS
MISERY

ENJOYING FRIENDS, FAMILY, CULTURE
DRUDGERY, MONOTONY



All these things can be measured.


And all have increased over time.


It is called progress.



THE WORLD HAS MADE 

SPECTACULAR PROGRESS IN 

EVERY SINGLE MEASURE OF 

HUMAN WELL-BEING



NOW  
YOU  

KNOW!



SHOULD WE BE WORRIED
ABOUT THE WORLD TODAY?



ONE HUNGRY PERSON IN THE WORLD… 

… IS A SHAME FOR ENTIRE HUMANKIND



THE WORLD IS BETTER  
THAN EVER BEFORE



YOU CAN SOMETIMES BE

CONCERNED

UPSET

DISTURBED

SAD

PERTURBED
PESIMISTIC



https://www.huffingtonpost.com/



UNIVERSE DOESN’T CARE ABOUT YOU!

… BUT WE DO CARE!



The world we live in today





Welcome to the AGE OF ACCELERATION!
TECHNOLOGY

GLOBALIZATION

CLIMATE CHANGE

Thomas : Friedman: ”Thank You for Being Late: An Optimist's Guide to Thriving in the Age of Accelerations ”



How to live in the AGE OF ACCELERATION?	





The most important question ever?



Two biggest challanges

CLIMATE CHANGES

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE



CLIMATE CHANGES

PROBLEM IS REAL AND HUGE!



 … but problems are solvable … 

KNOWLEDGE!



Zaštita prirode nije u suprotnosti s napretkom



”Siromaštvo je najveći zagađivač” 
Indira Gandhi



Novi pokret: Ekomodernisti
1. Određena količina zagađenja je 

neophodna posljedica Drugog 
zakona termodinamike 

2. Industrijalizacija je bila dobra za 
čovječanstvo 

3. Loš utjecaj uništavanja prirode 
na dobrobit ljudi može se 
ublažiti upotrebom tehnologije



Two interesting processes in the world
POPULATION 
DENSITY  
INCREASY

DIGITAL 
REVOLUTION





ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE



Artificial intelligence



Artificial intelligence



General artificial intelligence (GAI)





GAI



GAI: good or bad?
Never

TECHNO-SCEPTICSIn 300 years 

In 100 years

LUDDI
TIES AI OPTIMISTS

DIGITA
L 

UTOPI
ANS

In 50 years

In few 
decades

In few years VIRTUALLY NOBODY
Definitely 

bad
Probably 

bad
Highly 

uncertain
Probably 

good
Definitely 

good

If superhuman AI appears, will it be a good thing?

W
he

n 
w

ill 
AI

 s
ur

pa
ss

 h
um

an
 le

ve
l?

Previous, this one and next slides from -  Max Tegmark: “Life 3.0: Being Human in the Age of Artificial Intelligence”



Myths vs facts
MYTH FACT

Superintelligence by 2100 is inevitable

Superintelligence by 2100 is impossible

It may happen in decades, centuries or never


AI experts disagree & we simply don’t know



Myths vs facts
MYTHICAL WORRY ACTUAL WORRY

AI turns evil AI turning competent,  
with goals misaligned with ours

AI turns conscious

Artif
icial in

tellig
ence

Us



Myths vs facts
MYTH FACTS

Robots are main concern Misaligned intelligence is  
the main concern;

it needs no body,  
only an internet connection.



Hans Moravec’s “landscape of human competences”

The Flood is coming … and is inevitable



Tell to your kids … to choose the peaks



What will certainly happen to you?

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO  
US WHEN WE DIE? ☺







More air than dust …

... invisible “spirit” composed 
of CO2 and vapour.



• 800 – 1000 oC

• In few minutes all water molecules will evaporate to the 

atmosphere

• Then the carbon, with oxygen, will fly away to the atmosphere 

as CO2

• Similar thing will happen to hydrogen, sulfur on nitrogen atoms



Mostly calcium phosphat from 
your bones …

...  with some sodium and 
kalium salts.











You want a physicist to speak at your funeral?

… You can hope your family will 
examine the evidence and satisfy 
themselves that the science is sound 
and that they'll be comforted to know 
your energy's still around. According to 
the law of the conservation of energy, 
not a bit of you is gone; you're just less 
orderly. Amen. 


Aaron Freeman



WILLIAM GIBSON

THE FUTURE 

IS ALREADY HERE.

IT’S JUST NOT 

EVENLY DISTRIBUTED.



WE ARE ALL CYBORGS!



Modern chess: human vs machine
1997

DEEP BLUE GARRY KASPAROV

HUMAN

OR

MACHINE



Human and machine



Centaur



World’s computer champion 2016

Access to centuries of human chess experience

Decades of computer experience


Calculates 70 million chess position per second

Performed only 80 000 calculations per second

Never being taught any chess strategy

Self-learning chess by playing against itself

Google machine-learning program

28 
wins

0 
wins

72 draws



AlphaZero

Utter 
ignorance

In four hours

Creative 

mastery



The trolley problem



The philosophical car

70% probablility

of owner to be killed



Configuring new car

Transforming


a theoretical problem in  
the philosophy of ethics 

into


a practical problem of engineering





… we’ll be choosing on the streets

Schumacher-Kant team 

Drunk teenager



New medicine is here 



Within few decades

Big Data algorithms

+ 


constant stream 

of biometric data

Monitoring our 

health 24/7

Detecting very beggining of

Influenza


Cancer

Alzheimer’s disease


…

Recommend  
appropriate treatments,  
custom-built just for us



PEOPLE WILL ENJOY 

THE BEST HEALTHCARE IN HISTORY … 

… AND WILL PROBABLY BE SICK ALL THE TIME



Continue or quit smoking?
TODAY: 

Please stop smoking 
because general 
statistics connects 
smoking with lung 
cancer

TOMORROW: 

Please stop smoking 

because biometric 
sensor just detected 17 
cancerous cells in your 

upper left lung

TODAY: 

Well, OK, I’ll quit one day … 
or maybe not

TOMORROW: 

Well, OK, I’ll quit one day … sensor 

forwards data to  
your insurance agency 

or to your mother!



DILEMMAS







WHILE YOU WATCH TV

 TV WATCHES YOU







“JUST” BETTER THAN PEOPLE … 

AND THAT’S NOT THAT DIFFICULT













DISCUSSIONS IN 

WHICH WE SHOULD 


ALL PARTICIPATE
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• Where do we come from? Who we are? 

• Where are we going?

• Does universe has a purpose or a sense? 

• Is universe created or has appeared from nothing?

• Why there is something, rather then nothing?

• Up to now we thought these are the questions for 


PHILOSOPHY OR RELIGION

• But, these are the qustions about nature and they are in 

domain of

SCIENCE

By Lawrance Krauss



From observers of nature we became 

CREATORS OF NATURE



The right question

What will be the future?

What is the future we want?



I am an optimist … 

… because I believe in young generation.

… in those that will inherit them.

… or even better in those they will create ☺.



What is certain … 

The future will be  

hyper-super-ultra-mega 


interesting!



NOT ONLY PARTICIPATE

CREATE IT!


